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Abstract. Decision tree is a popular classification technique in many
applications, such as retail target marketing, fraud detection and design
of telecommunication service plans. With the information exploration,
the existing classification algorithms are not good enough to tackle large
data set. In order to deal with the problem, many researchers try to de-
sign efficient parallel classification algorithms. Based on the current and
powerful parallel programming framework — MapReduce, we propose a
parallel ID3 classification algorithm(PID3 for short). We use water qual-
ity data monitoring the Changjiang River which contains 17 branches as
experimental data. As the data are time series, we process the data to
attribute data before using the decision tree. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can scale well and efficiently
process large datasets on commodity hardware.
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1 Introduction
Decision tree is a popular classification algorithm which is easy to understand
and implement. Its application domains include retail target marketing,fraud
detection, and design of telecommunication service plans and so on.With the
information exploration in the Internet, more and more real world applications
require the machine learning algorithm to tackle large data set. Efficient parallel
classification algorithms and implementation techniques are the key to meeting
the scalability and performance requirements in large scale data set.
So far, several researchers have proposed some parallel classification algo-
rithms [1,2,3].However, all these parallel classification algorithms have the fol-
lowing drawbacks: a) There is big communication overhead in the higher levels
of the tree as it has to shuffle lots of training data items to different proces-
sors; b) Their parallel systems typically require specialized programming models.
Both assumptions are prohibitive for very large datasets with millions of objects.
Therefore, we need efficient and parallel scalable classification algorithm to pro-
cess large-scale data sets.
In this work, we propose a parallel implementation of ID3(Iterative Di-
chotomiser 3) adopting MapReduce [4,5,6,7] framework. MapReduce model is
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introduced by Google as a software framework for parallel computing in a dis-
tributed environment. A MapReduce job usually splits the input dataset into
independent chunks which are processed by the map tasks in a completely par-
allel manner. The framework sorts the outputs of the maps, which are input to
the reduce tasks. Typically both the input and the output of the job are stored
on HDFS[8]. The framework takes care of scheduling tasks, monitoring them
and re-executes the failed tasks[9,10]. We conduct comprehensive experiments
to evaluate the proposed algorithm. The results demonstrate that our algorithm
can effectively deal with large scale datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our
parallel ID3 algorithm based on MapReduce framework. In Section 3, we present
how to use the decision tree to predict water quality, then show the experimental
results and evaluate the parallel algorithm in terms of speedup, scaleup and
sizeup. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
2 Parallel ID3 Algorithm Based on MapReduce
In this section we present the main design for Parallel ID3 based on MapReduce.
Firstly, we give a brief overview of the ID3 algorithm and analyze the parallel
parts and serial parts in the algorithms. Then we explain how the necessary
computations can be formalized as map and reduce operations in detail.
2.1 ID3 Algorithm
ID3[11] is a popular decision tree algorithm. A decision tree is a flowchart-
like tree structure,where each internal node (nonleaf node) denotes a judge on
an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each leafn-
ode(terminal node) holds a class label. The topmost node in a tree is the root
node. ID3 adopts a greedy approach in which decision trees are constructed in
a top-down recursive divide-and-conquer manner. The algorithm starts with a
training set of tuples and their associated class labels. The aim is to develop a
series of rules which will classify a testing set into one of these classes.
The algorithm proceeds as follows: Firstly, it examines each attribute in turn
to select a best attribute as the splitting attribute. Then the data are parti-
tioned into subsets according to the values of that attribute. This process is
recursively applied to each subset until each tuple is correctly classified. A tree
is constructed whose nodes represent attributes and branches represent possible
attribute values or ranges of values. Terminal nodes of the tree correspond to
class labels.
In ID3 algorithm, the most intensive calculation to occur is the calculation of
splitting attribute. In each iteration, it would require information gain computa-
tions for each attribute, so as to select the best splitting attribute. It is obviously
that the selection of splitting attribute for each layer is relevant to the splitting
attribute for the upper layer.So the splitting attribute computation between lay-
ers should be serially executed. A simple way is to parallel execute within each
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node and serially execute between nodes in each layer or parallel execute between
nodes in each layer and serially execute within each node. Based on MapReduce,
we parallel execute computation both within each node and nodes in each layer
to improve efficiency. More importantly, we use loop to achieve parallel decision
tree algorithm in place of recursive, making the maximum number of jobs to run
the program predictable, thus contributing to control the program execution
state.
2.2 PID3 Based on MapReduce
Based on MapReduce, parallel decision tree would transform prelude information
from the upper layer to the next, which contains splitting attributes information
from root to the current branch.When calculation of each layer is completed,
we will check whether there are new rules to generate. Save new rules in the
rule set and create a new data set, which remove subset fitting new rules from
the original dataset. Then a new job executes on the new dataset. The data set
will become smaller and smaller. The algorithm terminates until there is no new
data set to generate. As for testing, the classification model is always in memory
and the testing data set is assigned to nodes to parallel execute. As analysis
above, PID3 algorithm needs three kinds of MapReduce job. One is for counting
numbers for calculating information gain and another is for deleting subset from
the original data set to generate new data set. The last is for testing the testing
data set and calculating the testing accuracy. The details of the first job are
presented as follows:
Map Step: The input dataset is stored on HDFS in the format of < key, value >
pairs, each of which represents a record in the data set. The key is offset of the
record in the file, and the value is the content of the record. The numAttribute
is the number of attributes in the dataset. A(i) is the ith attribute of the dataset.
The data set is split and globally broadcast to all mappers. The pseudocode of
map function is shown in Algorithm 1.
There are two kinds of output key and value in the algorithm. One output
key is label, the other is label plus attribute’s information.Both output value is
one. Note that Step 2 parses the class label of the record, Step 3 sets the count
to one. Step 6 parses attribute of the record, Step 7 sets the count to one. Step
9 outputs the data which is used in the subsequent procedures.
Reduce Step: The input of the reduce function is the data obtained from themap
function.We get the list of values with the same key, and then sum the values up.
Therefore, we can get the number to compute information gain in the next job. The
pseudocode for reduce function is shown in Algorithm 2.
After information gain for each attribute is computed, the splitting attribute
is the one with the maximum information gain. Then we check if there are new
rules to generate according to the splitting attribute. We remove samples from
the training dataset which contains rules.
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Algorithm 1. TrainMap (key, value)
Input:(key : offset in bytes; value: text of a record)
Output:(key’ : a string representing a cell, value’ : one)
1. Parse the string value to an array, named tempstr ;
2. label ← tempstr [numAttribute − 1];
3. outKey ← label ;
4. outValue ← one;
5. output(outkey,outValue);
6. For i=0 to numAttribute− 1
7. outKey ← label+A(i).name+A(i).value;
8. outValue ← one;
9. output(outkey,outValue);
10. End For
Algorithm 2. TrainReduce (key, value)
Input:(key : a string representing a cell; values: one)
Output:(key’ : the same as the key, value’ : a number representing frequency)
1. Initialize a counter NUM as 0 to record the sum of cells with the same key;
2. While(values.hasNext()){
3. Num += values.next().get();
4. }
5. output(key’,NUM );
In Algorithm 3, we can set some parameters to the job before the map func-
tion invoked.For simplicity, we use RuleStr to refer to the current ruleset.Each
element of RuleStr contains a splitting attribute and a value. Step 6 checks if the
sample contains any rules, Step 12 outputs samples that do not match the rules.
In the second job, we use the IdentityReducer as the reduce function. That is,
the input key and value is the same as the output key and value. The following
job is a little different from the first job since each sample is with prelude. The
mapper is described in Algorithm 4, we set vecPreludeSet as the prelude set be-
fore the job invoked. In Algorithm 4, we first parse the string of the value to an
array and find the prelude. For each attribute that is not in the prelude,output
it with the prelude and set its value to one. The reduce step is the same as that
in the first job. Then another splitting attribute is computed.Attribute deleting
and selection execute in loop until the decision tree is completed.
As for testing, we compare the testing data with the rule set to find its label.
We use MapReduce job to preform the test. The pseudocode for map function
is shown in Algorithm 5. In Algorithm 5, we parse the string of the value to
an array and the rule to a token. If the string matches a rule, it outputs the
predictive value. If the string does not match any rule in the rule set,it outputs
a specific value.
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Algorithm 3. TMapDel (key, value)
Input:(key : offset in bytes; value: text of a record)
Output:(key’ : the same as the input value, value’ : null)
1. Parse the string value to an array, named sline;
2. For i=0 to RuleStr.size()
3. Parse RuleStr.elementAt(i) to an array named as tempstr ;
4. Initialize a counter nCount as 0 to record the number of matches and j as 0
to traversal tempstr ;
5. while(j<RuleStr.length){









This section is organized as follows. In data preparation, we process time series
data to attribute data. In experimental environment, we introduce our clus-
ter environment. In experimental results,we evaluate our results using speedup,
scaleup and sizeup. In conclusions, we show our algorithm can predict water
quality effectively and efficiently.
3.1 Data Preparation
We use water quality data monitored from the Changjiang River which contains
17 branches. The original data contains attributes as pH, dissolved oxygen, con-
ductivity and so on. The data are time series since they are monitored weekly.
There is a label representing water quality for each time series. Our purpose
is to predict water qualities for new data. Decision tree is a good classifier for
this problem. In order to predict water qualities using decision tree, we need to
process time series data to attribute data.
First, we symbolize these numerical values using equal frequency bins. For
example,the attribute pH is symbolized as pH1,pH2,...,ph8. For the class labels,
there are six kinds of water quality labels but the labels do not make sense
in our daily life. We symbolize them with drinkable and non-drinkable so that
people can easily understand its meaning. After that, we segment all these data
into two data sets. The first data set consists of segments with the possibility of
non-drinkable, the other include data set without the risk. Fig.1 illustrates seg-
ments extraction with the possibility of non-drinkable. In the implementation of
segment extraction, a parameter α is defined as the extraction interval.Usually
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Algorithm 4. TrainMapCycle (key, value)
Input:(key : offset in bytes; value: text of a record)
Output:(key’ : a string representing a cell, value’ : one)
1. Parse the string value to an array, named tempstr ;
2. label ← tempstr [numAttribute − 1];
3. For k=0 to vecPreludeSet.size()
4. Parse vecPreludeSet.elementAt(k) to a tokenizer named as stoken;
5. Initialize ntoks as the number of tokens and npres as 0 to record the number
of prelude attribute;
6. For t=0 to ntoks/2
7. if tempstr[t] matches stoken.nextToken()
8. npres++;
9. End For
10. if npres == ntoks/2 {
11. For each attribute i that is not in the prelude attribute
12. key’ ← prelude+ label+A(i).name+A(i).value;





class D D D N N D D D N 
ph ph6 ph5 ph5 ph3 ph3 ph5 ph6 ph5 ph2 
do do4 do5 do6 do3 do4 do6 do7 do5 do6 
Fig. 1. Segment extraction
this parameter is evaluated by experiments or suggested by expert. In our exper-
iment, we set α=3. For data set, D represents drinkable and N represents non-
drinkable, phi and doi are the discrete values. Segments with the possibility of
non-drinkable are α records before N. Segments without the risk of non-drinkable
are extracted as follows. Segments with the possibility of non-drinkable and the
points of non-drinkable are removed from the original dataset. The rest data are
cut into α length contiguous sequence as drinkable segments using a sliding win-
dow approach. After the two kinds of segments are prepared, sequential pattern
mining are performed on these segments to find high frequency subsequences.
The parameter support is important to the accuracy. By comparing accuracy of
different support, we set our support to 0.1. We take each segment as a sample
and each frequent subsequence as a feature to make the attribute table. For each
feature,if the sample contains it, its value is 1. If not, its value is 0. The segment
and feature table is shown in Table 1.
The generated table is not time series data, we could use decision tree to
predict the water quality. We replicate it to 1 million, 2 million and 4 million
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Algorithm 5. TestMap (key, value)
Input:(key : offset in bytes; value: text of a record)
Output:(key’ : the same as the input value, value’ : predictive value)
1. Parse the string value to an array, named tempstr ;
2. Initialize a boolean variable named discriminable as false to represent the string is
discriminable or not;
3. For k=0 to vecRuleSet.size()
4. Parse vecRuleSet.elementAt(k) to a tokenizer named as stoken;
5. Initialize ntoks as the number of tokens and nmatches as 0 to record the
number of matches;
6. For t=0 to ntoks/2
7. if tempstr[t] matches stoken.nextToken()
8. nmatches++;
9. End For
10. if nmatches == ntoks/2 {
11. if correctly predict
12. value’ ← predictive value+“correct”;
13. else
14. value’ ← predictive value+“wrong”;
15. output(key’,value’ );




20. outword ← a specific value+“wrong”;
21. output(value,outword);
22. }
instances respectively. The serial and parallel testing accuracy is compared in
Table 2. As we can see, our parallel accuracy is 95.78%, which is almost the same
with the serial accuracy.
3.2 Experimental Environment
The parallel system is a cluster of ten computers, 6 of them each has four 2.8GHz
cores and 4GB memory, the rest four each has two cores and 4GB memory.
Hadoop version 0.20.2 and Java 1.6.0.22 are used as the MapReduce system for
the decision tree.
3.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm with
respect to speedup, scaleup and sizeup[12,13].
Speedup: Speedup refers to how much faster a parallel algorithm with p proces-
sors is faster than a corresponding sequential algorithm. To measure the speedup,
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Table 1. Attribute table
segment feature1 feature2 · · · feature n class






segmenti 0 0 · · · 0 D






segmenti+h 1 1 · · · 1 N
Table 2. Accuracy table
serial parallel
accuracy 95.90% 95.78%
recall for Y 87.50% 87.50%















































Fig. 2. Evaluations results
we keep the data set constant and increase the number of cores in the system.We
have performed the speedup evaluation on datasets with different sizes and sys-
tems. The number of computers are 4, 8 and 16 respectively. The size of the
datasets vary from 1 million to 4 million. Fig.2.(a) shows the speedup for differ-
ent datasets. The prefect algorithm performs nearly liner speedup. Completely
liner speedup is hard to achieve for the communication cost increases with the
number of computers becomes large. As the size of the dataset increases, the
speedup performs better.
Scaleup: Scaleup is defined as the ability of an m-times larger system to per-
form an m-times larger job in the same run-time as the original system. It
measures the ability to grow both the system and the dataset size, the larger
the better. To demonstrate how well the PID3 performs on the larger dataset
when more cores are available, we have performed scalability experiments where
we increase the size of the data set in proportion to the number of cores. The
data set sizes of 1 million, 2 million and 4 million are performed on 4, 8 and 16
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respectively. Fig.2.(b) shows the performance results of the algorithm. Clearly,
our algorithm scales very well.
Sizeup: Sizeup measures how much longer it takes on a given system when the
dataset size is m-times larger than the original dataset. We keep the number
of cores constant and grow the size of the datasets by factor m. To measure
the performance of sizeup, we have fixed the number of computers to 4,8 and
16 respectively. Fig.2.(c) shows the sizeup results on different computers. The
graph shows that PID3 has very good sizeup performance.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a parallel decision tree classification algorithm based
on MapReduce to predict time series labels. We have processed time series data
from the Changjiang river to attribute data, then use the decision tree to predict
water quality. We use speedup, scaleup and sizeup to evaluate the performance
of our algorithm. The results show that our prediction accuracy can achieve
95.78%. Besides, our algorithm can process large-scale data sets on commodity
hardware efficiently.
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